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Synopsis

100 Pages of Blank Manuscript Paper Sheet Music with Staff and Tab Lines designed for writing great Guitar music. To make it easier to write out your guitar music the pages have been set up with only 3 sets of Staff and TAB lines per page and they have been spread apart to make them easier to write on. The TAB is set up with 6 lines for the guitar. Includes chord boxes for each measure. Our manuscript pages book also includes a Basic Music Notation Guide for Guitars, showing notes, basic staff and TAB layout and a fret board with notes for the first 12 frets. Also includes descriptions of what is a chord, highlighting six different ways to show chords and how to read a Guitar Chord Box. Also includes Notes That Make Up a Major Chord, Chords for the Major Keys, Scale and Arpeggios layouts and Chord Spellings for the Major Triad through the Sus 2 chords. At the back are the Acoustic Music TV Essential Chord Charts for Guitar with fingering charts for the basic Major, Minor and Seventh Guitar Chords; The Seven Keys with I, IV, V and V7 Chords in First Position; Barre Chords for the 5th and 6th strings; Movable Arpeggio Scales for Any Guitar Key; Minor Pentatonic Movable Soloing Scale for Blues, Rock or Latin Music, and Movable Soloing Scales for Rock, Folk and Country. All around plenty of great music paper and resources to help when you are composing your music.
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Customer Reviews

Sometimes you come up with the best stuff when you’re not really trying to! It’s nice to have a book to write it all down in instead of having 100’s of loose sheets of staff paper lying around that of course you can never find again. My only complaint, and I guess I should have looked closer at the
example, is I don't like the way the chord boxes are over each set of staff/tab lines. I prefer to have them all at the bottom or top of the page. Also having it in a spiral bound format would be great. However I do like this book. I really appreciate the larger lines which makes it easier to read and write your ideas down. I really think that this book would be a great teaching tool. There's some good basic info in the first few pages as well as in the back that would benefit beginners.

Nice blank sheets to record your guitar songs. It also has lots of reference pages like notes on the guitar fret, chord reference in the back. It is a rather large scale and I would of liked the lines and chord boxes smaller.

This is a book containing blank sheet music, as I grow as a musician and I have become more able to put my musical thoughts on paper this book became essential! It was well printed and I love how easy it is to use.

I got this for my kiddo who takes guitar lessons weekly. The instructor is always writing popular music notes down on paper for him. This is a nice book with lots of paper to write on. Now, he can keep it all in one place. Good quality, good price, and I got it quickly.

Great for teaching yourself to be fluent with musical notation. I play a 7-string guitar and drop every string down a step so just using having 5 lines and tab lines right below that doesn't give me enough room to write the lower notes, but it's sufficient. So close to what I was looking for, but I'm really picky. Most people don't need the lower notes so this might be exactly what you're looking for.

You can't consider yourself a songwriter unless you can present your ideas and work in an understandable fashion. I had songs written in notebooks, on envelopes, on napkins; the works. These blank sheet music pages were just what I needed. The extra benefit of writing the songs out in standard form is that now I can see the notes and chord progressions on paper instead of just in my head. Now when I play my songs, they sound more polished than when I was just ad-libbing them. Get these pages and learn how to write your songs down the right way. You won't be sorry.

This book has lots of information included in it such as cords, keys, arpeggios etc. Great little book and worth the money.
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